A model independent analysis is made using the LEP and SLD data on Z decays available at the end of 1996. The effective weak coupling constants of leptons, c quarks and b quarks are extracted. Except for the right-handed b quark coupling, they all agree well with the predictions of the Standard Electroweak Model for m t = 172 GeV and m H = 263 GeV. The right-handed b quark coupling is found to be 42% and 3.2 standard deviations above the Standard Model prediction.
Introduction
This letter describes a model independent analysis based on a recent compilation of LEP and SLD results on Z-decays 1 . In the first stage of the analysis the effective weak coupling constants of the charged leptons, c quarks and b quarks are extracted from the data using only weak theoretical assumptions. In the second stage a detailed comparison of the extracted effective couplings with the Standard Model (SM) 2 predictions is made. Confidence Levels (CLs) for consistency of the data with the model are calculated, taking carefully into account all important error correlations. Finally, the possible physical significance of the deviations observed from the the SM predictions for the b quark couplings is discussed.
Extraction of the Effective Weak Coupling Constants
Instead of the vector (v f ) and axial vector (a f ) effective coupling constants for a fermion (lepton or quark) f , the equivalent quantities r f and s f are first extracted from the data. These are defined as:
The experimental errors on r f and s f (unlike those on v f and a f ) are essentially uncorre-lated, much simplifying the calculation of CLs for consistency with theoretical predictions.
In the first comparisons with the SM shown below, the predictions are given by the global SM fit with m t = 172 GeV and m H = 149 GeV from Ref. [1] . The value of the t-quark mass found in this fit is in very good agreement with the directly measured value 1 of m t = 175(6) GeV a . The effect of varying the Higgs boson mass, the only remaining unknown parameter of the SM, is later taken into account in the detailed comparisons with the extracted effective coupling constants.
The quantities r f (f =l,c,b) and s l (l is a generic lepton label) may be extracted directly from the data assuming only lepton universality. A further assumption is necessary in order to extract s c or s b , and hence the c and b quark couplings. Since the couplings of the u,d,s quarks are only poorly measured 3 , 'non-b quark lepton universality' is assumed. That is that e, µ, τ , u, d, s and c are all assigned the same effective weak mixing angle. Another possiblity is to assume an independently measured value of α s (M Z ). The c and b quark couplings can then be extracted from r c , r b and the ratios Γ Q /Γ l ( Q = c, b), independently of the light quark effective couplings. The disadvantage of this method is that the extracted values of the heavy quark couplings are strongly correlated with the assumed value of α s (M Z ).
At LEP, r f is found from the measured, corrected, pole forward/backward charge asymmetries A 0,f F B 1 via the relations:
(4)
A e and A τ have also been measured at LEP via the angular dependence of the τ -polarisation asymmetry:
where
and θ is the angle between the incoming e − and the outgoing τ − in the τ -pair centre of mass frame. At SLD, A e is directly measured by the left/right beam polarisation asymmetry A LR , while A c and A b are determined from the left/right-forward/backward asymmetries of tagged heavy quarks.
The separate LEP and SLD average values of the electroweak observables, which are directly sensitive to the effective couplings, are reported in Table 1 . The combined LEP/SLD averages of A l , A c , A b , R c and R b , where R Q = Γ Q /Γ had , ( Q = c, b) are reported in Table 2 .
The values of r f (f =l,c,b) derived from the measurements of A f , using Eqn.(4), are presented in Table 3 . For the b quark, mass effects were taken into account by using the corrected form of Eqn.(4):
Throughout this letter total experimental errors are given in terms of the last significant figures. 0.1533(27) denotes 0.1533± 0.0027
The running b quark mass is taken as m b (M Z ) = 3.0 GeV 4 . Agreement is seen with the SM at the 2σ level for r l , at < 1σ for r c , but only at the 3.3σ level for r b . The similar discrepancy for A b was mentioned, but not discussed in terms of the b quark couplings, in Ref. [1] .
The quantity s l is derived from the leptonic width Γ l using the relation:
The value obtained for s l , quoted in the first column of Table 4 , uses the LEP average value of Γ l from Table 1 together with: G µ = 1.16639 × 10 −5 (GeV) 2 5 , M Z = 91.1863 GeV, and α(M Z ) −1 = 128.896 1 . Good agreement is found with the SM value. Solving Eqns. (1) and (2) for a l and v l yields the results presented in Table 5 . As in the calculation of all the other effective couplings, the signs of a l and v l are chosen to be the same as the SM predictions. The values of a l and v l are in good agreement with the LEP+SLD averages quoted in Ref. [1] , taking into account the slightly different analysis procedures
The quantities s Q ( Q = c,b), including quark mass effects, may be derived from the measured quantities R Q via the relation:
and 6 :
q is a generic quark flavour index, e q the quark electric charge in units of that of the positron and a s ≡ α s (M Z )/π . < X > denotes the quark flavour average of X. As mentioned above, µ b = 1.0 × 10 −3 while, taking into account the present experimental error on R c , µ c is set to zero. The numerical values of the QED and QCD correction factors, with α s (M Z ) = 0.12 and α(M Z ) −1 = 128.9, are presented in Table 6 . The non-b quark couplings in Eqn. (8) are written, conventionally, as:
where, assuming non-b quark lepton universality c : Table 4 good agreement is seen between the measured values of s l and s c and the SM predictions. On the other hand, s b lies 1.4 σ above the prediction: a residual of the well known 'R b problem'
1 . Solving Eqns.
(1) and (8) then gives the effective coupling constants for the heavy quarks presented in Table  7 . The values found, as well as the errors, agree well with those reported by Renton in a recent review c quark couplings agree well with the SM, and are also consistent with the quark-lepton universality hypothesis, both a b and v b differ from the SM values by more than three standard deviations. The errors on these quantities are, however, highly correlated.The statistical significance of these deviations is discussed in detail below. It should be remarked that, although a particular value (0.12) of α s (M Z ) has been assumed in order to extract the effective couplings of the heavy quarks, the sensitivity to the chosen value is very weak. Varying α s (M Z ) over the range 0.1 < α s (M Z ) < 0.14 leads variations of only ≃ 3 × 10 −4 in a b and v b to be compared with experimental errors ≃ 1 − 4 × 10 −2 (see Table 7 ). A further constraint on the quark couplings is provided by the measurement of the mean forward/backward quark charge asymmetry:
All experimental analyses performed to date have assumed the correctness of the SM and have used measurements of A As shown in Table 8 this value is consistent with the SM prediction, with the 'model independent' prediction given by inserting the lepton and b quark couplings from Tables 5  and 7 into Eqn (13) As mentioned earlier, in order to avoid having to introduce an accurate value of α s (M Z ) as a correlated parameter in the extraction of the heavy quark effective couplings, the hypothesis of non-b quark lepton universality was made in deriving the value of s b from the measured quantity R b . The consistency of this assumption is now checked by extracting α s (M Z ) from the LEP average value of R l ≡ Γ had /Γ l 1 :
using the relation:
The QED and QCD correction factors < C QED q > and < C QCD q > are averaged over all quark flavours. The QED correction factors are:
Inserting the measured values of s b and s l ,and using non-b quark lepton universality to evaluate s q ( q = b ) gives, for the QCD correction factor:
Using the third order perturbative QCD formula 8 :
gives: 
The good agreement of the model independent analysis result with the global world average value: α s (M Z ) = 0.118(5) found in two recent reviews 9,10 of all published measurements of α s , shows that an analysis assuming this value of α s (M Z ), but without the assumption of non-b quark lepton universality, would lead to essentially the same values of the b quark couplings as those reported in Table 7 . In the fit used in Ref. [7] to determine the heavy quark effective couplings the constraint α s (M Z ) = 0.123(6) was imposed. As mentioned above, the fitted heavy quark couplings are very consistent with those found in the present analysis.
In order to correctly calculate the statistical significance of the deviations from the SM predictions of the effective couplings shown in Tables 5 and 7 it is necessary to take into account the correlations between the errors on the different quantities. To avoid the very large correlations between the errors on a f and v f (for the case of b quarks the correlation coefficient is -0.96) it is convenient to use, in calculating the χ 2 , the equivalent quantities r f , s f for which the errors are uncorrelated for a given fermion flavour f . Important correlations still exist, however, between the errors on (r l , r c ) and (r l , r b ) in the case that r c and r b are extracted from forward/backward asymmetries using Eqns.(3),(4) and (6). The correlation coefficient is:
Substituting the parameters from Table 3 gives:
The results on the CLs for the agreement with the SM of different sets of effective weak coupling constants, parameterised in terms of r f and s f , are collected in Table 9 . The CLs assume perfect statistical consistency of the different measurements contributing to the averages. The entries in the first column of Table 9 , giving the level of agreement of (r l , s l ) with the SM prediction are simply calculated from the entries of Tables 3 and 4 using a diagonal error matrix, since the errors on r l and s l are uncorrelated. Calculating separately the contributions to χ 2 from r l and r b , where the latter is derived from the LEP A 0,b F B measurement, and r b derived via Eqn.(6) directly from the SLD A b measurement, gives the entries reported in the second column of Table 9 . The CL for agreement with the SM prediction is 1.4%. The third column of Table 9 results from adding to the χ 2 in the second column the (uncorrelated) d contributions of s l and s b . In the fourth column of Table 9 the χ 2 and CL of the variables r l , r b and r c taking into account the r l -r b and r l -r c correlations are given. In the last column of Table 9 s c are added to those of the fourth column. Note that the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to the χ 2 values reported in the third, fourth and fifth columns of Table 9 are 3, 5 and 8 respectively, since the r c and r b measurements derived from the SLD A c , A b determinations give separate, uncorrelated, contributions to the χ 2 . As expected, the agreement with the SM improves as the number of degrees of freedom of the χ 2 increases (the more parameters are considered, the more likely is a deviation associated with any of the parameters to be consistent with a statistical fluctuation). As previously stated, the CLs shown in Table 9 1 with their weighted mean value is very good (χ 2 = 5.9 for 8 dof , CL= 66%) this is not the case for the different LEP and SLD measurements of A l shown in Fig. 2 . The overall consistency of the different measurements is only fair (χ 2 = 9.7 for 5 dof , CL= 8.4%) and, as discussed in detail elsewhere 11 , there are several problems of internal consistency, particularly with tau-related measurements. The dashed line in Fig. 2 shows the weighted average value of A l if the τ -polarisation measurements are excluded. It changes by more than one standard deviation, and the internal consistency of the remaining data points is improved (χ 2 = 3.85 for 3 DOF , CL = 28%). Repeating the analysis described above, but excluding the τ -polarisation data, gives b quark couplings with even larger deviations (≃ 4σ) from the SM predictions 11 . Taking into account the CL (8.4%) for self-consistency of the different A l measurements, the CL that all six effective couplings are consistent with lepton universality and the SM is 0.9%. The similar CL for the leptonic and b quark couplings alone is 0.18%.
Also shown in Fig. 2 
Standard Model Comparison and Physical Interpretation
The test of the SM provided by measurements of Z decays at LEP and SLD is, essentially, that of its predictions for the quantum corrections, due to massive virtual particle loops, of the Born level diagrams for e + e − → Z → f f . The corrections may be conveniently expressed in terms of two parameters ∆ρ f and ∆κ f for each fermion flavour 12 . The parameters are given, in terms of the effective couplings, by the relations:
∆κ c = 3 (1 − r c ) 8s
Here, following the usual on-shell definition 13 :
The SM predictions of Section 2 used the fixed values: m t = 172 GeV, m H = 149 GeV found in the global fit of Ref. [1] . As m t is now well known experimentally 14 , whereas only a lower bound of ≃ 70 GeV exists for m H 15 , it is of interest to study the effect of variations of m H on the SM predictions. The leading contributions of Higgs boson loops to ∆κ f and ∆ρ f are universal for all fermion flavours. They are given by the expressions 12 : 
H are then related according to:
The values of ∆ρ f , ∆κ f for f = l, c, b, extracted from the measured effective couplings using Eqns. (17)- (21), are presented in Table 10 . Varying m H so as to achieve perfect agreement with the measured values of ∆ρ l and ∆κ l , respectively, yields:
These values are very consistent. The SM predictions for m H = 149 GeV, and the simple average, m H = 263 GeV of the 'fits' to ∆ρ l and ∆κ l , are also shown in Table 10 for each fermion flavour. Very good agreement with the SM is seen for leptons and c quarks. The model independent analysis favours a higher value of m H than the global fit of Ref. [1] , if it is treated as the only free parameter of the theory. For b quarks however, the measured values of the quantum corrections are much larger than the SM predictions. For ∆ρ b the measured value exceeds the SM prediction by a factor of 13, and is of opposite sign. The measured value of ∆κ b has the same sign as the SM prediction, but is 9 times larger. Both effects are at the > 3 standard deviation level, but they are highly correlated. The discrepancies seen are so large that the significance of the deviations (very slightly larger for m H = 149 GeV than for m H = 263 GeV) is almost independent of the value of m H .
It is also instructive to present the quantum corrections in terms of the 'epsilon parameters' introduced by Altarelli et al. 16, 17, 18 . In terms of the variables used in the present paper to describe the effective couplings, these are defined as 16 :
here s 
and
In Ref.
[18] a fourth parameter, ǫ b , was introduced. It may be defined in three distinct ways:
In the SM, retaining only the leading terms ≃ m 
. The conclusion to be drawn from Table 11 is that the deviations observed for the b quark couplings, interpreted as a real physical effect, do not enter at all into the framework of the SM nor any of its 'natural' extensions. Supersymmetry, Technicolour, anomalous W W γ or W W Z couplings, and new U(1) gauge bosons are all expected, via vacuum polarisation effects in the gauge boson propagators, to produce deviations from the SM predictions for ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 or ǫ 3 17 . No such deviations are observed, but rather quantum corrections to the b quark couplings that disagree, by an order of magnitude, with the expectations of the SM.
An indication of the possible physical origin of the anomalous b quark couplings is provided by considering the right-and left-handed effective couplings, g 
From the measured values of a b and v b presented in Table 7 , the following values of the left-handed and right-handed effective couplings of the b quarks are found:
e Modulo small b-mass dependent corrections f Again, the errors on these quantities are highly correlated which may be compared with the SM predictions of:
The value of g L b is quite consistent with the SM prediction for m t = 172 GeV, m H = 263 GeV ( a 1.2%, 1.7σ deviation) whereas the discrepancy for g 
Summary
The confidence level that all six effective couplings extracted in the above analysis are consistent with lepton universality and the SM is found to be 0.9%. This number is the product of the CL for agreement with lepton universality of the different A l measurements (8.4%) shown in Fig. 2 and the CL of the SM comparison using average quantites, shown in Table 9 (10.5%). The similarly calculated CL that the leptonic and b quark couplings alone are consistent with lepton universality and the SM is 0.18%. The measured effective couplings of the leptons and c quarks agree very well with the SM predictions, for a Higgs mass of ≃ 260 GeV, somewhat higher than that (≃ 149 GeV ) found in the global fit of Ref. [1] . In contrast to this good agreement, the extracted b quark couplings are found to deviate from the SM by more than three standard deviations. The 'epsilon parameters' extracted from the data show that such behaviour is not expected in any 'natural' extension of the SM. On the other hand, the parameter ǫ b (r b ) is found to be particularly sensitive to anomalous behaviour of the b quark couplings; the measured value differs from the SM prediction by 4.7σ. Comparing the left and right-handed b quark couplings with the SM predictions, the former is consistent below the 2σ level whereas the latter shows a 42%, or 3.2σ, deviation from the prediction. Thus the only significant deviation observed from the SM predictions for the effective couplings is due to the right handed coupling of the b quark.
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